EAR TOILET PACK
What are the two packs available?
Basic & Pro Pack
What is the difference between the Basic & Pro Pack?
The difference is the operating microscope.
The Pro is a higher quality design. It incorporates features such as better quality optics,
articulated arm and joints, 5 step magnification, a T-Handle and the ability to connect
CCD’s and digital cameras. These are commonly purchased by Specialists and the
experienced user looking for a better quality microscope.
The Basic is most popular amongst General Practice users due to its cost efficiency.
It features 3 step magnification, quality optics, basic arm configuration and does not have
the ability to connect additional accessories.
Both Packages include the same suction machine and attachments.
Both machines are suitable to claim the Medicare Rebate 41647.

VIDEOS

Suction Unit Unboxing & Assembly
https://youtu.be/TejQg3VneHg
Microscope Unboxing & Assembly
https://youtu.be/jYoRo5pDClQ
Alltion YSX LED Microscope
https://youtu.be/bj0jMtvVchs

Medicare Rebate Information:
Medicare Rebate Number is 41647
Category 3 – Therapeutic Procedures
EAR TOILET requiring use of operating microscope & micro inspection
of tympanic membrane with or without general anaesthesia.
Fee: $109.90
Benefit 75% = $82.45
85% = $93.45
Is the Tongye Suction suitable for ear micro-suction?
Yes! It is suitable for removing foreign bodies, wax and infection (otitis external).
It uses slow suction which increases pressure when it encounters resistance
e.g. ear wax. The suction controller allows the user to regulate the suction
machine pressure at all times.
What are the requirements for the Ear Toileting procedure?
Please refer to the Medicare descriptor for the requirements - EAR TOILET requiring
use of operating microscope & micro-inspection of tympanic membrane with or
without general anaesthesia.
What are the common consumables used with the
Ear Toilet Package?
-Suction Tube (Single Use), one per patient per procedure.
-Suction Controller (Semi-Reusable) Can be used until perished
– Approx 100 tests per piece.
Liners are available for the machine

DOWNLOADS

Ear Toilet Pack Brochure

http://zonemedical.com.au/c.728341/site/PDF/Alltion/Ear%20
Toilet%20Brochure%20Zone_web%202018.pdf

Ear Toilet Pro Pack Brochure

http://zonemedical.com.au/c.728341/site/PDF/Alltion/Ear%20
Toilet%20Pro%20Brochure_Zone_web%202018.pdf

Alltion YSX Assembly Guide

http://zonemedical.com.au/c.728341/site/PDF/Alltion/Alltion%20Microscope%20Assembly%20Guide-YSX-web.pdf

Tightening the Spring Arm

http://zonemedical.com.au/c.728341/site/PDF/Alltion/YSX%20
Series%20-%20Tighten%20Spring%20Arm%20Guide.pdf

EAR TOILET PACK
Order Codes for consumables:
Suction Controller (NZ3238P10) Pack of 10
Suction Tubes 14G (NZ5254BENT) Pack of 100
Ear Clear Ear Wax Remover 12ml (KEY3806)
Ear Speculum Gruber (LESG) Set of 4
Other size suction tubes available?
Suction Tubes 16 Gauge (NZ5250BENT)
Suction Tubes 18 Gauge (NZ5251BENT)
Suction Tubes 20 Gauge (NZ5252BENT)
Suction Tubes 22 Gauge (NZ5253BENT)
Suction Tubes 24 Gauge (NZ5255BENT)
Is the microscope high quality?
Optics are made in Germany, spring arm made in Germany, LED made in the USA
The product is assembled in China, this is the same for many other brand name
products in the market.
Available to view?
If in the area or having an upcoming planned trip – we are able to demonstrate.
What is the competition?
Many companies are selling our “Ear Toilet Pack”, and no other all inclusive
packages are available in the market.
Microscopes are available but are at a significantly higher price point, they are
usually brand name e.g. Carl Zeiss, Seiler etc
Feedback from customers is that they love the microscope.
What is the warranty?
Microscope – 12 Months
Suction Machine – 18 Months
Warranty covers defects in manufacturing and does not cover user damage or if the
product is used improperly. See users manual for each component for further information.
Cleaning Instructions
Microscope – Surfaces only to be cleaned with detergent impregnated wipes,
do not use any alcohol based cleaners.
Suction Machine – Surfaces to be cleaned with detergent impregnated wipes,
do not use any alcohol based cleaners. To clean the suction cannister and tubes fill a
small container with 500ml of diluted detergent, turn on the machine and suction the
detergent through the lines and let it deposit into the cannister. Remove the cannister
and wash in the dirty sink. Fill with 200ml of tap water ready for the next day.
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